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Outline
• Acknowledgements
• Motivation
• The Boston study
• Results
• Issues and questions
• UK-focused discussion at 14:55 

today (session L6)
?



Defining benchmarking

“Am I normal?”

How efficiently is a building meeting its functional requirements (relative to others)?
Focusing here on whole building energy benchmarking



Why benchmark?
To catalyze energy savings

– Prioritizing efficiency targets
– Context setting
– Certifications
– Regulatory compliance
– Starting the efficiency conversation

Demand is increasing:
LEED EBOM

ASHRAE audits
ASHRAE bEQ

ENERGY STAR
Disclosure ordinances



How to benchmark
• Fair comparison with peer buildings
• Account for location, space type, occupancy patterns, etc.
• Regression analysis, filtering, or model-based

• What gets a “free pass?”
– Miami vs San Francisco: yes
– Leaving lights on all night: no



Benchmarking tools

• Tools have become sophisticated
• But not for labs

• Confusion about lab EUIs

Site EUI 250 kWh/m2/yr ??
(TM46 value is also very low)



Why is it so hard for labs?
• Complex and detailed functional requirements



The best data out there (in the US)
• Labs21 dataset
• 15 years, ~640 buildings, 12 million m2 (5% of US?)
• Filter based on lab type, lab area
• Variety of years, locations, submitters
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The problem with the data
• Huge scatter, even among “peer” 

buildings
• What is behind the scatter?

– Bad data?
– Not enough data?
– (In)efficiency?

(Correlations significant but
R2 for multivariate fit is 11%)



So can we improve things?
• Can we pick “winners” while asking a reasonable number 

of questions?
• Can the standard benchmarking approach work for labs?

Reporting 
burden

Positive 
impact



Building a better sample
Picking winners based on limited data is a common 
problem.

Steps to take:

1) Reduce the noise
2) Find other important factors



1. Reduce the noise
• Geography
• Year
• Data collection methods
• Consistent treatment of central plant energy
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2. Look for other effects
• More questions about building function:

• Plus questions to allow hypothesis testing:
– Efficiency features
– HVAC systems and controls
– Ventilation requirements
– Building’s reputation

Standard:
• Lab area
• Lab type
• Hours of occupancy

Additional:
• # fume hoods
• High-intensity spaces
• Purpose of rest of building
• A few others



The survey
• Participants: 7 Higher Ed Working Group

member institutions
• Highly motivated group
• 121 academic lab buildings; 1.4 million m2

• Energy usage data for 2014 (and 2015, and soon 2016)



Results
• Boston academic lab 

EUIs are “normal” for the 
US

• Average EUIs:
– Site ~1,000 kWh/m2/yr
– Source ~1,800 kWh/m2/yr



Other results
• The 1980s were slow for new higher ed labs in Boston
• Most newer facilities are bio or biochem
• Older buildings are less energy intensive

Decade of construction Sorry about the units…



Reduced scatter
• Tighter correlations

Labs21 Data (climate zone 5A): R2 = 6% Boston Sample: R2 = 21%



Developing an energy score for labs
• Multivariate regression analysis

– % lab area
– Lab type
– # fume hoods per lab area
– Occupied hours/wk

• Works reasonably well for chem and bio
buildings (overall R2 = 38%)

• More scatter for physics/engineering 
and “other” – exclude for now



Assigning energy scores
• Regression equation 

defines “typical” EUI for 
given requirements

• Score buildings against 
“typical”



Is the rating system fair?
• Nothing is fair
• Looked at outliers
• Consistent with expectations
• But hard to draw definitive 

conclusions
– note number of “spoiled” 

responses for HVAC system type



Lab scoring summary
• Has potential for at least bio and chem lab buildings
• Needs more development to ensure fairness

– Enough functional requirements captured?
– More detailed follow-up on outliers
– Building size cutoffs
– Building types to exclude

• How are lab energy scores
received in the UK?

20 40 60 80



Sharing results with participants
• Overall report
• Individual institution reports
• Reception: lots of interest; cautiously positive
• Addresses disclosure concerns
• Actionable?



A second year of data
• 2015 energy use data
• Even more valuable than 

anticipated!
• 30% of buildings reported >10% 

change in energy usage
– Follow-up revealed many data issues
– Significant data quality improvement

• Overall conclusions mostly 
unaffected
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How consistent are the scores?
• New regression analysis 

using 2015 data
• Most of the score 

changes between years 
are due to changes in 
reported energy usage



What’s next?
• 2016 data collection starting soon

– Will energy scores settle?

• Study expanded to biotech/pharma in Cambridge, MA
– Do non-academic buildings follow same trends?

• New I2SL benchmarking tool entering development
– Will replace Labs21 tool
– DOE funding
– Expanded data fields (e.g. water usage, energy cost, submetering)
– Improved data quality checks



What does the industry want?
• I2SL benchmarking survey 

in 2015
• Nearly 400 industry 

professionals
• Important or very important 

to 80% of respondents
– Especially energy managers 

and consultants



Lots of enthusiasm for expansion
• More facilities for comparison
• More granular data
• More metrics



Expanding the dataset
• More modern lab types?

– Integrated science centers
– Biotech incubators
– Nanotechnology labs
– Physics/engineering subtypes

• More granular functional requirements?
– E.g. # -80C freezers, minimum ventilation rates, humidity control, space 

hazard classification, researcher density, research funding, # papers 
published?

• More granular usage data?
– End use submetering
– System-level benchmarks

$232,000



But…
• Reporting burden

– Survey: Only 10% of people with data say they share (NMJ)
– Ordinances don’t collect detailed data
– Data collection bottleneck even in Boston survey

• Data quality issues
– Unit conversions
– Misunderstandings
– Lack of meters and submeters
– 40 yr old multi-retrofitted buildings (messier than new construction)

?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



What’s it all for?
• Keep goals in view

– Advice for us
– What benchmarking does

“Am I normal?”

• We do know what “normal” is
• How to provide useful high-level information to owners

?



Questions?

Alison Farmer
afarmer@kw-engineering.com

Year 1 report is at http://www.greenribboncommission.org/

Year 2 report (2015 data) coming soon.

Year 3 report (2016 data) later this year.

UK-focused discussion: session L6 at 14:55 today
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